
LABOR DAY/LABOUR DAY + FALL CAMPING OUTLOOK
Fall camping in 2020 was unprecedented and 2021 is shaping up to be even stronger. Labor/Labour Day Weekend is predicted 
to host 28.46 million North American camping households this year. That’s nearly 60% more households than Memorial Weekend 
and 44% more than the Fourth of July Weekend. Even though the September holiday weekend is seeing record numbers, our data 
indicates that still nearly 1 in 4 campers are not camping over Labor/Labour Day weekend due to concerns over COVID/variant or 
because of financial reasons. Year-end camping households are estimated to hit 54.5 million with 28% of campers saying they plan 
to camp into the fall. Cancellations for fall camping are holding at 20%, similar to the summer, with half of those stating COVID as 
their primary reason for cancelling. New campers continue to also grow making up 5.3 million so far for 2021. Consideration for RV 
ownership continues to grow with nearly 1 in 4 campers still looking to buy and RV in the future. 
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Following the release of KOA’s Annual North American Camping Report in April, KOA has continued to track 
camping incidence and behavior of ALL CAMPERS throughout the U.S. and Canada monthly. This special report 
evaluates the camping market from both a look-back at previous months as well as a look-forward to show the 
trends for how the market continues to evolve. You can find each monthly camping report on the KOA Press Room.   
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Findings from KOA’s Monthly Research Report should be credited to Kampgrounds of America, Inc.  
For questions regarding usage, email newsroom@koa.com or visit KOAPressroom.com.

74% 65%  National park 
campgrounds

76% 64%   State park campgrounds
61% 52%   Privately owned 

campgrounds

46% 50%    Backcountry, national 
forest or wilderness areas

22% 24%  Parking lots such as  
Wal-Mart or roadside area 

30% 34%    Municipal campgrounds
37% 33%     Public land other than a 

campground

48% 47%     Privately owned land such as 
a friend or family member

40% 28%     Privately owned land that 
is part of a listing of private 
land owners

Top Locations for Fall Camping:  Summer ‘21 | Fall ‘21

Although cancellations and overall changes to fall camping plans are low,
1 in 5 have made changes to their fall plans.

TOP REASONS FOR CANCELING 
FALL CAMPING PLANS

FALL CAMPING COMPARED 
TO PREVIOUS YEARS

RV OWNERSHIP OVERVIEW

PRIMARY CAMPING ACCOMMODATIONS 
TO-DATE (SUMMER/FALL 2021)
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No change in my fall 
camping plans

Planned to camp more often this fall 
prior to surge in COVID cases

Due to COVID case surge and not 
wanting to take other types of trips, 

plan to camp more often in fall

Plans for fall remain uncertain

Plan to camp less often due to 
surge in COVID cases

I planned to camp less often in Fall 
prior to surge in COVID cases

Prefer other ways to  
camp/travel

Still considering  
buying an RV

Bought RV prior to  
COVID pandemic

Planned to buy RV during 
COVID, but decided not to

Already owned RV, but 
upgraded to different RV in 2021

Bought an RV for first  
time in 2021

Other 

None of these

Concerns of COVID/recent surge (AUG)
Weather conditions/natural disasters

Financial reasons
Concerns over camping safety/security

Work/school obligations
No vacation time

Family changed plans
Taking other types of vacations

No one to camp with
Transportation

Lost interest in camping
No places to camp nearby

Physical limitations
Health issues

Family members don’t want to camp
Don’t have the right gear

Other

Tent for family camping
Tent for backpacking, biking, etc.

Rooftop or truck bed tent
Motorhome

Camping van
Fifth-wheel trailer

Travel trailer
Pop-up trailer

Pick-up camper
Full-service cabin with bathroom

Rustic cabin with no bathroom
Yurt, safari/glaming tent

Other


